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This issue of Rhinology contains a case series of patients presenting

with nasal self-destructive behaviour. It can be extremely difficult to

diagnose and treat self-destructive behaviour as Rudolph et al. shows

in the current issue (1). Nevertheless, a heightened awareness of the

ENT surgeon regarding this syndrome may help prevent the exposure

of these patients to unnecessary medical and surgical procedures and

their potential complications. This will often lead to incompliant and

uncooperative patients, a behaviour that can frequently be observed, if

the patients do not receive their medically sanctioned injury. However,

to fulfil the patient’s wish would not only be unethical but also unpro-

ductive, as the results of surgical treatment in these patients are highly

unsatisfactory and recurrences very common (2). Patients with self-

destructive behaviour should always receive long-term psychotherapy.

In this editorial I would like to draw your attention to two forms of

self-destructive behaviour that are usually more easily recognised: The

first is the use of cocaine. Cocaine can lead to large ulcerations in the

nasal and sinus area (3,4). Patients usually deny the use of cocaine and

the clinical picture can resemble closely Wegener’s Granulomatosis
(3,4). Cocaine-induced midline destructive lesions may even lead to the

presence of PR3-ANCA and histopathologically mimic leukocytoclas-

tic vasculitis (5). Urine toxicology screen for cocaine metabolites can be

helpful in confirming the diagnosis, which is also important, as cessa-

tion of cocaine use is an absolute requirement before nasal reconstruc-

tion can be considered.

One form of self destructive behaviour that is easily recognized is

smoking. Contrary to other forms of self destructive behaviour as

described by Rudolph, smoking is easily diagnosed by the ENT sur-

geon and is usually readily admitted by the patient. In sharp contrast

to the lower airways relatively little literature can be found on the

effect of smoking on the nose and sinuses (6). Tobacco smoking is a

well-established risk factor for the development of squamous cell carci-

noma of the head and neck (7). The number of papers describing other

effects of smoking on the nose and sinuses is limited (8-11).

In this issue of Rhinology the results of an interesting study on the

effect of smoking on the olfactory function are reported (12).

Katotomichelakis and colleagues investigated the effect of cigarette

smoking on the olfactory function, using the extensive "Sniffin’ Sticks"

test measuring of odour threshold (OT), odour discrimination (OD)

and odour identification (OI) (12). Multivariate logistic regression analy-

sis revealed that smoking is a strong independent risk factor of changes

in different aspects of olfactory function. Among smokers, statistically

significant negative relationships were found between pack-years and

olfactory function. Smokers were found to be up to almost six times

more likely to evidence an olfactory deficit than non-smokers, depend-

ing on the duration and the amount of cigarettes smoked. In the previ-

ous issue of Rhinology, Ishimaru showed that the olfactory deficit is

definite: CC-SIT scores of current and previous smokers were similar-

ly bad and lower than those of the non-smoking subjects (13). Even

among healthy volunteers who denied any olfactory disturbances,

smokers had a lower score than non-smokers in the smell identifica-

tion. Unlike other types of self – harming behavior, smoking is also

associated with harm to others: if we stay with olfaction, passive smok-

ing has been shown in adults and children to have deleterious effects
(14,15), but also, more importantly, chronic smoke exposure has been

implicated as a risk factor for otitis media, rhinitis and bronchitis (16-18).

For rhinologists it is also important to realize that both smoking and

passive smoking are associated with worse outcomes after FESS (19,20).

Otorhinolaryngologists are directly involved in the diagnosis and man-

agement of smoking related diseases, including upper airway malig-

nancy. However, encouraging and supporting smoking cessation

appears to be of low priority in the average rhinology practice. The

European Respiratory Society taskforce on smoking cessation in

patients with respiratory diseases advises that smoking cessation

should be an integral component in the management of respiratory

disorders (21). They also advise that the therapies should include phar-

macological treatment combined with behavioral support and that the

respiratory physicians should receive training to ensure that they have

the knowledge, attitudes and skills necessary to deliver these interven-

tions. Data on the percentage of ENT surgeons applying these guide-

lines are not available. However, the extremely low interest in the rhi-

nological literature does not indicate a high interest in the subject.

Only one paper on smoking cessation was found in the otorhinolaryn-

gological literature (22). It is important that the specialists have the skills

to treat smoking and nicotine dependence. Smoking cessation is one

of the most important ways to improve the prognosis of patients with

respiratory disease. We need more interest for this subject within the

rhinological literature and also in our daily practice.
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